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Abstrat
The inuene of the shape of salar eld potential on the outome of vauum deay in de Sitter
universe is studied. Suient ondition for vauum deay via bubble formation, desribed by
Coleman - de Luia instanton, is revisited and neessary ondition is found. Both onditions
require that the urvature of the potential is greater than 4 × (Hubble onstant)2, but while the
suient ondition states that this inequality is to be valid at the top of the barrier, the neessary
ondition requires that it holds at least somewhere throughout the barrier. The onditions leave
a 'grey zone' in parameter spae, whih however seems to be forbidden for quarti potential as
well as for quadrati potential with a narrow peak proposed by Linde in the ontext of open
ination.
1 Introdution
The onept of vauum deay via formation of rapidly expanding bubbles was introdued by
Coleman [1℄, and its general relativisti extension, with bubbles reated in de Sitter universe,
was developed by Coleman and de Luia [2℄. The proess was an important ingredient of old
ination [3℄, and it emerged again in the senario of open ination [4, 5, 6℄. An alternative mode
of vauum deay, applying presumably to the initial stage of new ination [7, 8℄, was proposed
by Hawking and Moss [9℄. In this mode, the transition should our in the whole universe at
one; however, as seen from elementary onsiderations and onrmed by stohasti theory [10℄,
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this must not be taken too literally. In fat, homogeneous transition takes plae only inside the
event horizon where the metri assumes de Sitter form due to osmologial no-hair theorem.
Eah mode of vauum deay is desribed by orresponding instanton: the deay in a bubble
by Coleman - de Luia instanton (CdL instanton), and the deay in a horizon-size domain by
Hawking - Moss instanton (HM instanton). CdL instanton is a squeezed 4-sphere with an O(4)
onguration of salar eld living on it whih ontains a 4D version of the bubble; HM instanton
is a round 4-sphere lled with salar eld whih is loated at the top of the barrier everywhere. It
has been argued [9, 11℄ that CdL instanton exists only if the urvature of the potential in the false
vauum is greater than 4 × (Hubble onstant)2. The radius of the 4-sphere equals approximately
(Hubble onstant)
−1
and the width of the bubble wall equals approximately (urvature of the
potential)
−1/2
, thus the riterion just states that the bubble must t into the sphere. If it does
not, vauum deays via HM instanton whih exists regardless of the shape of the potential.
The riterion for the existene of CdL instanton has been formulated as approximate, valid
only for potentials of the kind used in new ination. However, it might be expeted that this
riterion, or some modiation of it, holds for an arbitrary potential as well. In this artile
we propose a andidate for a generally valid riterion and demonstrate its eetiveness on two
examples.
2 Suient ondition
CdL instanton is a nontrivial nite-ation O(4) solution of Euleidean equations for oupled
gravitational and salar eld, obtained in a theory with an eetive potential ontaining true
vauum (global minimum in whih it equals zero) and false vauum (loal minimum) separated
from the true vauum by a nite potential barrier. It is given by two funtions φ(ρ) and a(ρ),
where φ is the salar eld, a is the radius of 3-spheres of homogenity determined from the
irumferene and ρ is the radius of 3-spheres of homogenity measured from the entre. Denote
the eetive potential V . Funtions φ and a obey the equations
φ¨+
3a˙
a
φ˙ = V ′, a˙2 =
8pi
3
(
1
2
φ˙2 − V
)
a2 + 1, (1)
where the dot denotes dierentiation with respet to ρ and the prime denotes dierentiation
with respet to φ. (Throughout the paper, we use 'Mr. Tompkins' system of units in whih
c = G = ~ = 1.) Let us write down also the seond order equation for a whih is often helpful
in general onsiderations, and is more appropriate for numerial alulations than the rst order
equation. It reads
a¨ = −8pi
3
(
φ˙2 + V
)
a. (2)
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The funtion a is onave everywhere and starts from zero at ρ = 0 (the seond possibility,
namely that it is innite there, is exluded by onavity), thus it must rst inrease and then
derease until it reahes zero at some ρf . To ensure the nitness of ation we require that the
solution is nite both at ρ = 0 and ρ = ρf . The orresponding boundary onditions are
a(0) = φ˙(0) = φ˙(ρf ) = 0. (3)
Denote φi and φf the initial and nal value of φ. If we hoose φi at random, φf will most probably
be innite, with the funtion φ either inreasing or dereasing logaritmially as ρ approahes ρf .
Instanton solutions, if any, exist only for disrete φi's.
Funtion φ for an instanton solution is onned to the barrier, and from its behaviour in the
viinity of ρ = 0 and ρ = ρf it is easily seen that it annot be loated on one side of the barrier
only. Indeed, it equals approximately φi + V
′
i ρ
2/8 for ρ ∼ 0 and φf + V ′f (ρf − ρ)2/8 for ρ ∼ ρf ,
hene if it starts and ends, say, on the near side of the barrier where V ′ > 0, it rises at the
beginning and falls at the end. Consequently, there must be at least one turning point between
ρ = 0 and ρ = ρf , and this turning point, or rst of these turning points if more of them exist,
must be loated on the far side of the barrier sine φ˙ = 0 and φ¨ > 0 there. As a result, the value
φtop at whih V reahes maximum is rossed by the funtion φ at least one. If the total number
of rossings is l, one may all the solution 'CdL instanton of lth order'.
Equation for the funtion φ may be viewed as equation of motion of a pointlike partile in
the potential −V , with time-dependent frition oeient 3a˙/a. The energy of the partile
E =
1
2
φ˙2 − V (4)
obeys
E˙ = −3a˙
a
φ˙2, (5)
thus it dereases in frition regime, when a inreases from zero to some maximum value, and
inreases in antifrition regime, when a returns to zero. For instanton solutions, the urve E(φ)
starts and ends on a wall of the barrier (whih beomes a well when we pass to the ipped
potential), rossing the barrier l times if the instanton is of order l. For non-instanton solutions,
the urve looks the same exept that it esapes to innity at the end. In the viinity of an
instanton solution there are non-instanton ones whih either boune bak to innity below the
point where the instanton solution stops, or slip forward to innity above it, see g. 1. The
former solutions may be alled undershootings and the latter overshootings. Continuity implies
that in order to 'disentangle' the last turning point of a non-instanton solution, we must pass
through a sequene ontaining neessarily an instanton solution having one turning point less.
Furthermore, from a slight extension of the original Coleman argument valid for an instanton
3
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Figure 1: Energy urves
in at spae [1℄ it follows that solutions starting suiently near to the true vauum are always
'short' overshootings esaping to innity lose to the starting point [11℄. Putting this together we
see that over an instanton of lth order there must be a tower of instantons of orders l−1, l−2, . . .,
possibly ontaining more instantons of the same order. No matter how numerous the instantons
are, only that with the least ation is of physial relevane. Presumably this is the instanton
of rst order, at least for 'well-behaved' potentials for whih the omplete tower of instantons
ontains one representative of eah order only and the starting point moves away from φtop as
the order of instanton dereases.
Introdue now a limit solution whih is, at least half-and-half, shrinked to the top of the
barrier, with φ = φtop inserted into the equation for a and the linearized expression for V
′
inserted into the equation for φ. From the former equation we nd a = H−1 sin(Hρ), where
H =
√
8piVtop/3, and inserting this into the latter equation we obtain
∆φ¨+ 3H otan(Hρ) ∆φ˙ = −µ2∆φ, (6)
where ∆φ = φ − φtop and µ =
√
−V ′′top. The 4D spae is a 4-sphere with radius H−1 and
the equation for φ is the eigenvalue equation for Laplae operator on a 4-sphere. The equation
assumes standard form if we pass from ∆φ and ρ to x = ∆φ/∆φi and ϕ = Hρ, and introdue
λ = µ2/H2. Finite solutions exist only for λl = l (l + 3) = 0, 4, 10, . . . and are of the form
xl = 1, cosϕ,
1
4
(5 cos2 ϕ− 1), . . . (7)
Consider a 1-parameter lass of potentials with λ inreasing from zero to innity. For λ = λl we
have 'zero instanton of lth order' loated at the top of the barrier (that is, dispersed innitesimally
around φtop); for other values of λ, we have a non-instanton limit solution loated at the top
4
of the barrier on one side and esaping to φ = +∞ or −∞ on the other side. Note that this
soltion has a dierent asymptotis at ρ→ ρf than the true solution, namely power-like instead of
logarithmi, thus it must be ut and mathed to the true asymptoti solution at some ρ to obtain
a orret approximative solution. For λ between λl and λl+1, the limit solution has the same
number of turning points as xl+1. Indeed, when xl+1 deforms to x with a bit smaller λ, it does
not turn to the opposite diretion, see appendix A, and when one x deforms to another, turning
points may not vanish or arise sine x may not have a maximum below zero or a minimum above
zero, see the argument against the loalization of an instanton on one side of the barrier. This
implies, by the 'disentanglement' argument, that for λ between λl and λl+1 an instanton of lth
order must exist somewhere at a nite distane from the top of the barrier, and onsequently,
that CdL instanton neessarily exists for λ > λ1. Inserting for λ and λ1 we obtain µ
2 > 4H2, or
− V ′′ > 32pi
3
V at φ = φtop. (8)
3 Neessary ondition
The ondition from the previous setion has been proposed in [9℄ and disussed [11℄ in the
ontext of new ination, for potentials with a tiny barrier above a plateau with an almost zero
slope. In fat, the inequality in the ited artiles diers from ours: it reads µ2 > 4H2, too,
but with H dened as
√
8piVf.v./3, where Vf.v. is the value of V in false vauum. However, the
onsiderations in both artiles are approximative only, neleting the eet of small variations of
the potential throughout the barrier on the form of the 4D spae, thus the dierene between Vf.v.
and Vtop plays no role in them. In the rst artile it is laimed, with a brief omment referring
to the size of the bubble lled with true vauum in at spae, that the validity of µ2 > 4H2 is
neessary and suient for the existene of CdL instanton; in the seond artile the neessary
ondition is supplemented by the assumption that V ′′ dereases monotonously as one approahes
φtop from the side of false vauum (atually, the authors require that V
′′
inreases, but this is
obviously an oversight) and the proof of both neessary and suient ondition is skethed. In all
onsiderations, the 4D spae is supposed to have the metri of a 4-sphere. As we have seen, the
suient ondition survives, with redened H , also in a theory without this simpliation; and
a natural question arises whether this is possibly true about the neessary ondition as well. If
it were, it would provide us with a simple algebrai riterion for the existene of CdL instantons,
appliable on a wide lass of potentials inluding quarti. Unfortunately, we were not able to
extend the argument of [11℄ to the exat theory. (In fat, the argument seems rather handwaving
even in the approximation onsidered there.) We propose instead a ondition whih is weaker in
pratial respet, but it still rules out a onsiderable portion of parameter spae.
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In the next setion it will turn out that the ondition µ2 > 4H2 is apparently neessary and
suient at the same time for a rather wide lass of potentials, therefore it is perhaps useful
to see why this annot be the ase for any potential. An obvious ounter-example is a properly
smoothed-out 'safe' potential: one takes a potential obeying the inequality µ2 > 4H2 with large
enough margin to allow for an instanton whose energy is high above −Vtop, and smoothes out the
neighbourhood of Vtop so that the inequality µ
2 > 4H2 will not be valid anymore. The onstraint
on V ′′ proposed in [11℄ is plausible at least in that that it rules out suh onstrution.
To obtain the ondition we are seeking for, let us pass from the equations for φ and a to the
equation for E,
E′′ = 8pi(2E + 3V ) +
E′
(
2
3E
′ + 12V
′
)
E + V
. (9)
Note that this equation is of seond order, while the equation whih one obtains from the system
(1) by elimination method is of third order: we have traded one order of dierential equation for
allowing the equation to ontain the argument of unknown funtion. The initial onditions are
Ei = Vi, E
′
i = −
3
4
V ′i (10)
and the initial value of the seond derivative of E is
E′′i =
8pi
3
Vi − 1
2
V ′′i . (11)
If we denote δE = E + 3V/4 and V = 8piV/3 + V ′′/4, from the expressions for E′i and E′′i we
nd that the funtion δE′ equals zero and its derivative equals Vi at φ = φi. For an instanton
we have, in addition to the two onditions at φ = φi, similar two onditions at φ = φf ; thus
the funtion δE′ equals zero and its derivative equals Vf there. Furthermore, if δE′ approahes
zero outside the points φi and φf , its derivative tends to 8pi(2E +3V ) + 3V
′′/4, whih is greater
than 8piV + 3V ′′/4 = 3V . Suppose V > 0 throughout the barrier. In suh potential, δE′ for an
instanton rises above zero at the beginning and it should return to zero from below at the end,
hene it should ross zero from above somewhere in between; however, if it omes lose to zero
at some point, its tangent beomes positive and it bounes bak. As a result, an instanton may
exist only if there is a plae somewhere inside the barrier where the inequality V > 0 is violated,
that is if
− V ′′ > 32pi
3
V at some φ inside the barier. (12)
4 Examples
The rst example we shall disuss is quarti potential
V =
1
2
φ2 − 1
3
δφ3 +
1
4
λφ4, (13)
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with two parameters δ and λ whih are both supposed to be positive. Usually, the rst term is
multiplied bym2, so that V ontains one more parameter, the mass of the salar eldm. However,
this parameter may be removed from the theory by the resalings a→ a/m and ρ→ ρ/m in the
equations for φ and a, supplemented by the resalings δ → m2δ and λ→ m2λ in the expression
for V .
The quarti potential is of the type we are interested in in a rather narrow range of parameters,
for δ ranging from δm = 2
√
λ to δM = 3
√
λ/2
.
= 1.06δm. This is disussed, along with other
properties of V , in appendix B. In what follows, we use instead of δ its linear transform
x =
δ − δm
δM − δm , (14)
rearranging the parameter spae into a half-innite strip of unit width.
Let us investigate the possibility of the existene of CdL instanton in quarti potential. Denote
λN and λS the limit values of λ at whih the neessary and suient ondition for the existene
of CdL instanton are valid. The two λ's orrespond to two partiular ongurations of the urves
Vˆ = 32piV/3 and −V ′′: at λS the latter urve rosses the former at its peak, and at λN the latter
urve beomes tangent to the former at some point, lying below it everywhere outside that point.
Denote, furthermore, φS the value of φtop for λ = λS . In appendix B, the dependene of λS and
φS on x is given analytially, see equations (B-2), (B-3) and (B-4), and the dependene of λN on
x is expressed in parametri form, see equations (B-5) and the disussion below. The rst two
funtions, together with allowed regions of λ and φtop, are depited in g. 2. The allowed regions
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Figure 2: Allowed regions for CdL instanton in quarti potential
are shaded at the boundary and denoted by the orresponding variable, and two sets of ti labels
are given at the vertial axes, those referring to λ on the left and those referring to φtop on the
right. As we an see, the values of λ are bounded from below while the values of φtop are bounded
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from above. The domain λN < λ < λS , with ontour lines haraterizing the behaviour of the
solutions of instanton equations, is depited in g. 3. This is the 'grey zone' of the parameter
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Figure 3: Topography of 'grey zone' for quarti potential
spae in whih we annot deide whether the potential admits an instanton or not but numerially.
Sample alulations reveal no instanton solutions there, but this of ourse does not rule out the
possibility that they exist. The harater of the solutions may be explored systematially by
dening an appropriate global harateristi of the solutions and drawing its ontour lines. For
a potential from the 'grey zone', the urve −V ′′ reahes out of the urve Vˆ only in some interval
(φA, φB) between φtop and the true vauum at φ = 0, shrinking from maximum size to a point
as λ dereases from λS to λN . Consider solutions to the instanton equations starting on the
true-vauum side of φtop for whih the funtion δE
′
is negative somewhere; these are all solutions
starting in the interval (φA, φB), sine for them the funtion δE
′
beomes negative immediately
after the start, and possibly some solutions starting before φA, sine for them this funtion may
beome negative later. If the potential does not admit instantons, the funtion δE′ rosses zero
again at some φlim and esapes to innity after. Sine the solutions do not ome to a halt at
φlim, the quantity ∆E = E+V is positive there, ∆Elim > 0. If, on the other hand, the potential
does admit instantons, they belong to the lass of solutions in question; and among them there
is an instanton of rst order for whih the funtion δE′ stops after returning to zero on the far
side of φtop, so that φlim > φtop and ∆Elim = 0. Dene
P =
φlim
φtop
, Q =

 ∆Elim/(Elim + Vtop) if P ≥ 11 if P < 1 . (15)
As follows from previous disussion, for potentials admitting no instantons Pmax may be > 1
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as well as ≤ 1 and Qmin is neessarily positive, while for potentials that do admit instantons
Pmax > 1 and Qmin = 0. By ontinuity argument, if we are lose enough to a domain in
parameter spae in whih instantons are allowed, Pmax must exeed 1, and as we approah the
bordeline of this domain from outside, Qmin must derease from some moment on until it reahes
zero at the borderline. In g. 3, the thik line orresponds to Pmax = Qmin = 1 and the thin
lines above it, in the strip where Pmax > 1, orrespond to values of Qmin given next to them.
The form of the lines strongly suggests that as we ross the strip, Qmin dereases from 1 to 0
monotonously, hene no instantons our in the 'grey zone'.
Quarti potential may be used to demonstrate how diult it is to obtain open ination in a
'natural' way. A single-eld open ination requires an instanton solution whose limit value of φ
on the true-vauum side of φtop is greater than about 3; and from a simple qualitative analysis
it follows [5, 6℄ that for quarti potential no suh solution exists. Our omputation onrms
this. Indeed, the allowed region of φtop in g. 2 is loated deeply under the line φtop = 3, and as
long as one regards the whole 'grey zone' as forbidden for the instantons, this region ontains all
admissible values of φtop. Consequently, the values of φtop for potentials that do admit instantons
are signiantly less than 3, and the same is true of any value of φ that may be reahed by an
instanton solution on the true-vauum side of φtop.
Let us proeed to our seond example, a superposition of quadrati and Breit - Wigner type
potential
V =
1
2
φ2
[
1 +
α2
β2 + (φ− v)2
]
. (16)
Again, we have saled away the mass m. This potential has been introdued by Linde in his toy
model of open ination [6℄, with the mass set to the value m ≃ 10−6 in order to get the proper
size of density utuations. For β suiently small, V has a peak entered near φ = v with
the width β and relative overheight k = α2/β2. To illustrate the properties of suh potential,
the values v = 3.5, k = 0.5 and β = 0.1 have been hosen in [6℄. To observe the onstraint on
the potential oming from the senario of open ination (provided the peak is narrow, whih is
neessarily the ase if an instanton is to our at all), one has to take v & 3; and a value at the
lower end of this range has to be hosen if one wishes to obtain the osmologial parameter Ω
not too lose to 1. Denote kN and kS the limit values of k for whih the neessary and suient
ondition of the existene of CdL instanton is fullled. In appendix C it is shown that if v is large
enough to allow for open ination, these quantities approximately oinide, and they inrease
from zero to innity as β inreases from zero to B =
√
3/(16pi)
.
= 0.24, swithing from linear to
quadrati dependene on β near b = B2/v, b
.
= 0.017 for v = 3.5. The orresponding formulas
are summarized in equation (C-2). Between kS and kN there should be a 'grey zone'. In the rst
approximation this zone is absent; however, its size may be dedued from the orretions to kS
9
and kN , see equations (C-3) and (C-4) for β ≫ b and equation (C-5) for β ≪ b. The zone turns
out to be quite narrow; for example, for values of v and β used in [6℄ one obtains kS = 0.23 and
kN = 0.20. The possible existene of CdL instanton in the 'grey zone' ould now be investigated
by drawing similar ontour lines as for quarti potential. However, for β ≫ b one may determine
the harater of the 'grey zone' on the basis of the results for quarti potential only. The point
is that in this part of 'grey zone' the urve −V ′′ exeeds the urve Vˆ only in a tiny interval of φ
lose to φtop, like for quarti potential with x lose to 1, and both urves may be approximated
by inverted parabolas throughout this interval, again like for quarti potential with x lose to
1. Consequently, sine the interval under onsideration plus a small adjaent region is all what
is relevant for the problem of the existene of CdL instanton, and sine all the 'grey zone' for
quarti potential is presumably forbidden, the 'grey zone' for Linde potential with β ≫ b should
be forbidden, too. On the other hand, for β ≪ b the zone is so narrow that it is of no relevane
at all, in view of the unertainties in the form of the potential in any not-exatly-toy model.
5 Conlusion
We have shown that if the inequality −V ′′ > 32piV/3 holds at the top of the barrier, the potential
admits CdL instanton, and if this inequality is valid at least somewhere throughout the barrier,
the potential may admit CdL instanton. Otherwise only HM instanton exists. (HM instanton
is by denition trivial solution to equations (1), whih in our notations reads φ = φtop and
a = H−1 sin(Hρ).) The neessary ondition for the existene of CdL instanton does not restrit
the form of the potential in advane, like the onstraint on V ′′ in [11℄. However, this is ahieved
at the prie that the ondition is weaker than the suient ondition for any but very spei
potentials, not allowing for the algebrai solution of the problem even in the simplest ase of
quarti potential. To obtain a sharp borderline between the regions in parameter spae in whih
vauum deays in the way desribed by CdL and HM instanton, one may use the method of
ontour lines outlined in setion 4. As we have seen, by applying this method on quarti potential
one nds that the suient ondition is most probably also neessary, thus the existene of CdL
instanton depends uniquely on the form of the potential at the top of the barrier. The same is
true, at least for potentials whose barrier is not too narrow, about Linde potential. An open
question remains what is the largest lass of potentials with this property.
Aknowledgements. This work was supported by the grant VEGA 1/0250/03.
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A Unbounded solutions to the eigenvalue problem
The eigenvalue equation
x¨+ 3 otanϕ x˙+ λx = 0, (A-1)
where the dot denotes dierentiation with respet to ϕ, transforms under the substitution z =
sin2(ϕ/2) into an equation for (nondegenerate) hypergeometri funtion
z(1− z) x′′ + 2(1− 2z) x′ + λx = 0, (A-2)
where the prime denotes dierentiation with respet to z. This yields
x = F
(
3
2
+ Λ,
3
2
− Λ, 2; sin2 ϕ
2
)
, Λ ≡
√
9
4
+ λ, (A-3)
and with the help of the identity
F (a, b, c; z) = (1− z)c−a−bF (c− a, c− b, c; z)
we nd that x diverges quadratially as ϕ approahes pi, x ≃ k(pi − ϕ)−2, with the onstant of
proportionality
k = 4F
(
1
2
+ Λ,
1
2
− Λ, 2; 1
)
= −4 cos(Λpi)
(2 + λ)pi
. (A-4)
The funtion k(λ) osillates around zero with nods at λ = λl and is negative between λ0 and λ1.
Consequently, if λ is from the interval (λl, λl+1), x diverges to −∞ and +∞ for even and odd l
respetively, and sine xl+1 dereases when approahing its endpoint for even l and inreases for
odd l, no turning point arises when x disonnets from xl+1.
B Properties of quarti potential
Quarti potential has a minimum equal to zero at φ = 0 and for δ > δm = 2
√
λ it has another
two extremes at
φ± =
δ
2λ
±
√
δ2
4λ2
− 1
λ
; (B-1)
furthermore, for δ < δM = 3
√
λ/2 it is nonnegative everywhere, with only zero at φ = 0.
Consequently, for δm < δ < δM the potential has the desired form, with true vauum at φ = 0,
false vauum at φ = φ+ and the top of the barrier at φ = φ−. Let us ompute λS and φS for
suh potential. In present notations, λS is given by the equation µ
2
−(λS) = 4H
2
−(λS), where
H2± = 8piV±/3 and µ
2
± = |V ′′± |, and φS equals φ−(λS). It holds
H2± =
2pi
9λ
(1 ±X)(1∓ 3X)
(1∓X)2 , µ
2
± =
2X
1∓X , X ≡
√
1− 4λ
δ2
,
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hene the equation for λS yields
λS =
4pi
9
(1−X)(1 + 3X)
X(1 +X)
, (B-2)
and if we express φ− in terms of λ and X and exploit the above equation, we nd
φS =
3
2
√
X
pi(1 + 3X)
. (B-3)
The parameter X depends on the parameter x, running from 0 to 1/3 as x runs from 0 to 1,
X =
√
1− 1
(1 + κx)2
, κ ≡ δM
δm
− 1. (B-4)
Let us proeed to λN . After the resalings φ→ φ/
√
λ and δ →
√
λδ we have
Vˆ =
32pi
3λ
φ2
(
1
2
− 1
3
δφ+
1
4
φ2
)
, −V ′′ = −1 + 2δφ− 3φ2,
so that if we hange λ leaving δ unhanged, the urve −V ′′ remains the same while the urve Vˆ
sales by a fator inversely proportional to λ. Note that δ unhanged now means x unhanged,
too, sine we have replaed δ by δnew = δ/
√
λ = 2(1 + κx). The urves −V ′′ and Vˆ are both
onave in the relevant interval in whih −V ′′ exeeds zero; onsequently, if λ dereases from
innity to zero, so that Vˆ transforms from a segment on horizontal axis to an innitely high
peak, the part of −V ′′ reahing out of Vˆ shrinks from the whole urve −V ′′ in the interval of
interest to a point, and then the two urves disonnet. As a result, for eah δ we have unique
λ for whih the urves −V ′′ and Vˆ are tangent, and sine the former urve is loated below the
latter everywhere outside the osular point, this λ equals λN . Denote φosc the value of φ at the
osular point. For given δ, φosc is determined, simultaneously with the ritial λ for whih the
osular point exists, by the equations
Vˆosc = −V ′′osc, Vˆ ′osc = −V ′′′osc, (B-5)
and sine the ritial λ is just λN , these equations may be viewed as a parametri denition of
the funtion λN (δ). If we return from resaled δ and φ to the original ones, the equations beome
linear in δ and λN and solve trivially for any given φosc. The only remaining task is to determine
the limits of φosc. The upper limit is reahed at x = 1 and oinides with the value of φS there,
whih is
√
3/(8pi)
.
= 0.35; the lower limit is reahed at x = 0 and if we solve equations (B-5)
numerially we nd that it equals about 0.22.
C Properties of Linde potential
The extremes of Linde potential outside φ = 0 are given by
(
1 + x2
)2
= k
(x
σ
− 1
)
, (C-1)
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where x = (φ− v)/β and σ = β/v. Suppose σ ≪ 1. (This assumption will be justied shortly).
Two asymptoti regimes may be distinguished: if k ≫ σ, the extremes are widely separated
in the variable x, and if k
.
= κσ, where κ is a onstant to be determined, the extremes are
lose to eah other. In the former limit, the maximum is loated lose to zero at the point
x = (1 + 1/k)σ and the minimum is loated far from 1 at the point x = (k/σ)1/3; in the latter
limit, both extremes are loated lose to the point x = a at whih they merge if k → 0, σ → 0
and k/σ = κ. By solving the equations V ′ = V ′′ = 0 with k → 0, σ → 0 and nite k/σ we
obtain a = 1/
√
3 and κ = 16/(3
√
3). Let us nd approximate expressions for kS,N as funtions
of β and v. If kS,N are signiantly greater than σ, they are both approximately given by the
equation −V ′′0 = Vˆ0 where the index 0 refers to the point x = 0. (By denition, kS and kN
are given by the equation −V ′′ = Vˆ at the points xtop where Vˆ has maximum and xosc where
Vˆ is tangent to −V ′′, however, both points are lose to zero in the limit onsidered.) It holds
Vˆ0 = 16piv
2(1 + k)/3 and −V ′′0 .= k/σ2 = kv2/β2, hene kS,N are both approximately equal to
β2/(B2− β2), where B =
√
3/(16pi). The requirement that this expression is muh greater than
σ yields β ≫ b = B2/v. Denote klim the value of k at whih the two extremes of the potential
outside φ = 0 merge, and under whih the theory beomes inappliable sine no potential barrier
exists. In the interval β ≪ b both kS,N must be lose to klim whih equals approximately
k
(0)
lim = κσ = κβ/v there; kS must be lose to klim sine then the urve −V ′′ does not reah too
high at the maximum of Vˆ , being equal to zero at the inex point of Vˆ if k = klim, and kN must
be lose to klim (atually, it oiides with klim) sine it may not exeed kS . Putting this together
we obtain
kS,N
.
=

 β
2/(B2 − β2) if β ≫ b
κβ/v if β ≪ b
. (C-2)
The upper limit of β is B, so that the upper limit of σ is B/v; and sine this number is less
than 0.08 for v > 3, our approximation works in the whole relevant range of parameters, if only
as a qualitative estimate at its edge. Let us now disuss the orretions to kS,N . In the interval
β ≫ b, we start from writing down the expansions of Vˆ and −V ′′ up to the seond order in x,
Vˆ =
16pi
3
v2(1 + k)
(
1 + 2σx− k
1 + k
x2
)
, −V ′′ = k
σ2
(
1 + 6σx− 6x2)− 1.
If we evaluate kS from the ondition that the two parabolas interset at the top of the rst of
them, and kN from the ondition that the two parabolas are tangent, we obtain the previous
expression with B replaed by BS,N = B plus orretions of order σ
2
. The shift of BS with
respet to BN is
∆B = −9(1 + k)(2 + k)
2
2k2(6 + 5k)
σ2B. (C-3)
The urves kS and kN dier the most at β not too lose to B, where both kS and kN are small and
the orretion to BS dominates over the orretion to BN . Consequently, a good approximation
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of kS and kN is obtained for any admissible β if one puts BN = B, BS = B + ∆B(kS); in
this way the values of kS and kN ited in the text have been alulated. Furthermore, from the
asymptotis of ∆B for k ≫ 1 and k ≪ 1 we nd that, as we pass from kN to kS , the upper limit
of β and the values of k at β ≪ B beome shifted by
∆βlim = − 9
10
B3
v2
, ∆k =
6B2
v2
. (C-4)
In the interval β ≪ b, we may evaluate kS from the equations V ′top = 0 and −V ′′top = Vˆtop,
assuming xtop is lose to a and kS is lose to k
(0)
lim. In this way we nd that kS diers from klim
by a term proportional to β3 only, while klim itself diers from k
(0)
lim by a term proportional to
β2. A similar proedure for kN yields nothing, whih is understandable: as we shift the extremes
to eah other, the urve Vˆ relaxes to the parabola 16piφ2/3, while retaining a ripple near φ = v
whose slope varies rapidly; and beause of this ripple, the urve −V ′′ aquires a sharp peak
stiking out of Vˆ . Consequently, kN in the interval β ≪ b oinides with klim and ∆k with
kS − klim. Expliit alulation yields
∆k =
1
9
κβ3
vb2
. (C-5)
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